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DATA MINING FOR BUSINESS INTELLEGENCE (DBI)
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Time: 3 Hours

Max Marks: 100
QCode :Z915Answer Question No.1 & 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest.

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.
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Q1 Answer the following questions:

a) What is Data-warehousing?
b) What is Business Intelligence?
c) What is Fact Table?
d) Write different stages of Data-warehousing?
e) What is Data Mining?
f) What is Online Analytical Processing?
g) What is Star Schema?
h) What is linear regression?

@ i) List the different preprocessing steps for
prediction.

j) What is ER model?

(2x10)

data classification and

Q2 Answer the questions.(Fill in the blanks with appropriate answer)
a) Bl stands for ] .
b) OLTP stands for .
c) ODS stands for .
d) ROLAP stands for .
e) SAP stands for -@@ .
f) PSA stands for . .

,g) MOLAP stands for .
h) ETL stands for .
i) MVPP stands for .
j) DAG stands for .

(2x10)
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4th SEMESTER REGULAR EXAMINATION, 2016-17

Management of Service Operations (MSO)
Branch: MBA
Time: 3 Hours

Max marks: 100
Q.CODE : Z918

Answer Question No.land 2 which is compulsory and any four from the
rest.

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Ql  .  Fill intheblanks:-

a)  is a system in which various inputs are transformed into

intangible goods.
a.Production Management b. Service Management c. Operations

Management d. Input Management

, b)  A refers to the plan of actions to achieve a specific target.
Services b. Operations c. Production d. Strategy

c) An individul who is expert in making strategies and planning action is

called:
a. Director b. Planner c. Manager d. Strategist

d) What does ALDEP stand for?

,;, a. Facility Layout Algorithm Using Graphics b. Computerised
Facilities Design c. Automated layout Design Program d.
Algorithmic Design Program

ej  What does CRM stand for?
a.Consumer Relationship Manager b. Customer Relation Manager

c. Customer Relationship Management d. Customer Requirement

Management

@ "  f)  The term PERT stands for evaluation and technique.
a. Prog'ramme b. Project c. Report d. Review

g)  ISO 9000 pertains to management. It concerns what an
organisation does to ensure that it's products and services confirm to its

requirements.

h)  ISO 14000 concerns what an organisation does to minimize harmful

'"  i)  Service quality is evaluated against the of the customer.
a. Cost of service b. Quality c. Satisfaction d. None of the above

(2 x 10)
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4th SEMESTER REGUALR EXAMINATION 2016-17
FINANCIAL MARKETS AND SERVICES(FMS)

Branch: MBA

Time: 3 Hours

Max marks: 100

Q.CODE:Z579
Answer Question No.land 2 which is compulsory and any four from the rest.

; The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.
Answerthe following questions: (2x10)

Q1
@ a)  In primary markets, first time issued shares to be publicly traded in

stock markets is considered as
traded offering
public markets
issuance offering
initial public offering

b) Legal document required by Securities Exchange Board stating
associated risks and detailed description of issues is classified as
prospectus @

stated document
risk detailed document
exchange commission document

c) Additional debt instruments or equity instruments of publicly traded
firm are included in markets classified as
flow market
primary markets
secondary markets
funding markets

d) Risk stating assets are sold at low prices because of sudden surge in
withdrawals of liabilities is classified as
payment risk
liquidity risk
income risk
balance risk - ' "  @

e) Financial instruments of public markets includes
transfer funds  . . " '

bearer bonds "

shares
hnnrts



f)  Institutions classified as depository ones and have loans as their
major assets are classified as

@ commercial banks
commercial mortgages
credit mortgages
credit derivative

@ g)  Commercial paper issued with low interest rate thus commercial

paper are categorized as
payables rating
commercial rating
poor credit rating
better credit rating

h)  Markets which reallocate liquid funds in relatively fixed amounts are
classified as
capital markets
debt markets
secondary markets
primary markets

i)  . Depository institutions includes
mutual funds
commercial banks and thrifts
savings banks
credit unions

j)'  Exchange markets and over counter markets are considered as two
: types of

floating market
riskier market
secondary market
primary market

22 Answer the following questions: (2x10)
(a) What do you mean by Certificate of deposits?
(b) What is the difference between demand bills and usance bills?
(c) Distinguish between Rights issue and preferential issue.
(d) What are the advantages of underwriting?
(e) Who is a depository participant?
(f) What are the special features of an open-ended fund?
(g) Define Net Asset Value.
(h) Why do we say an investment as a synergetic venture?
(i)  Which industrial characteristics should be considered at the time of

rating an organization?
0)  What are the different methods of venture capital financing?



6)
Q3 @  "Financial Intermediaries have to perform the task of Financial

innovation to meet the dynamically changing needs of the economy" -
Discuss the above statement in the light of the various innovative
products introduced in recent times in the Financial services sector.

(15)

Q4 '  Suppose that long term interest rates are expected to fall in future. (7+8)
How isthis to influence the supply of Commercial paper and why?
Assume that the Government makes a major sale of bonds to the
private sector. Explain the likely effect on i) liquidity of the banking
system and ii) demand for money market instruments.

Q5 Discuss the drawbacks of the Depository system and suggest (15)

measures to make it an efficient one.

Q6  @ "SEBI is the watchdog of the securities market". Do you agree? Give

reasons in support of your answer.
"Stock Exchange is the barometer of a country's prosperity". Explain
the statement.

(7+8)

Q7 What are the economic reasons for the existence of Mutual Funds?
Why do individuals rather than corporations, hold most mutual funds?
Discuss.

(15)

Q8 What is the strategic role of Venture capital in the development of a (7.5+7.5=15)

country? Discuss the scope of venture capital in India.
Differentiate among operating lease, financial lease and lease and
sales back.



f)  Institutions classified as depository ones and have loans as their
major assets are classified as

@ commercial banks
: commercial mortgages

credit mortgages
credit derivative

@ g)  Commercial paper issued with low interest rate thus commercial
paper are categorized as
payables rating
commercial rating
poor credit rating
better credit rating

h)  Markets which reallocate liquid funds in relatively fixed amounts are
classified as
capital markets
debt markets
secondary markets
primary markets

i)  . Depository institutions includes
mutual funds
commercial banks and thrifts
savings banks
credit unions

j);  Exchange markets and over counter markets are considered as two
types of
floating market
riskier market
secondary market
primary market

Q2 Answer the following questions: (2x10)
(a) What do you mean by Certificate of deposits?
(b) What is the difference between demand bills and usance bills?
(c) Distinguish between Rights issue and preferential issue.
(d) What are the advantages of underwriting?
(e) Who is a depository participant?
(f) What are the special features of an open-ended fund?
(g) Define Net Asset Value.
(h) Why do we say an investment as a synergetic venture?
(i)  Which industrial characteristics should be considered at the time of

rating an organization?
(j)  What are the different methods of venture capital financing?



f)  Institutions classified as depository ones and have loans as their
major assets are classified as

@ commercial banks
commercial mortgages
credit mortgages
credit derivative

@ g)  Commercial paper issued with low interest rate thus commercial
paper are categorized as
payables rating
commercial rating
poor credit rating
better credit rating

h)  Markets which reallocate liquid funds in relatively fixed amounts are
classified as
capital markets
debt markets
secondary markets
primary markets

i)  . Depository institutions includes
mutual funds
commercial banks and thrifts
savings banks
credit unions

j)'  Exchange markets and over counter markets are considered as two

types of
floating market
riskier market
secondary market
primary market

Q2 Answer the following questions: (2x10)
(a) What do you mean by Certificate of deposits?
(b) What is the difference between demand bills and usance bills?
(c) Distinguish between Rights issue and preferential issue.
(d) What are the advantages of underwriting?
(e) Who is a depository participant?
(f) What are the special features of an open-ended fund?
(g) Define Net Asset Value.
(h) Why do we say an investment as a synergetic venture?
(i)  Which industrial characteristics should be considered at the time of

rating an organization?
(j)  What are the different methods of venture capital financing?
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4th Semester Regular Examination 2016-17
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

BRANCH: MBA
Time: 3 Hours

Max Marks: 100
Q.CODE:Z919

Q No 1 and 2 are compulsory and any four from the rest
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Part @ A (Answer all the questions)
Q1 Answer the following questions: (2x10)

@@@@ a)  Which of the following terms refers to the process of evaluating an
employee's current and/or past performance relative to his or her '
performance standards?

(A) Performance appraisal (B) performance management@@@.
(C) Employee selection (D) Job evaluation

b) The first step in developing a behaviourally anchored rating scale is to :
A) develop performance dimensions B) generate critical incidents

:@.<  C) reallocate incidents D) rating dimensions
c) Which is the simplest and most popular technique for appraising

employee performance?
(A) BARS (B) critical incident method (C) rating scales (D) MBO

d) Who is in the best position to observe and evaluate an employee's
performance for the purposes of a performance appraisal?
A) peers B) customers C) top management  D) immediate

,,., @  supervisor

e) The S in the acronym for SMART goals stands for .

A) specific  B) straightforward  C) strategic D) source
f) A  appraisal  method combines the benefits of  narratives,

critical  incidents, and quantified scales with specific behavioral
examples of good or poor performance.
A) Graphic rating scale B) BARS C) MBO  D) Narrative

(A)  Monetary (B) Nonmonetary
(C) Both 'monetary' and 'nonmonetary (D) None of the above

h)  Ricky is a conscientious employee, but is viewed by most of the co-
workers as unfriendly and the supervisor rates are low on the traits
"gets along well  with others"  and "quality of  work."  Which of  the
following problems has most likely affected Ricky's performance

@@@"  appraisal?

A) central tendency B) leniency  C) stereotyping  D) halo effect





4@ SEMESTER REGULAR EXAMINATION, 2016-17
RETAIL MARKETING

Branch: MBA
Time: 3 Hours

Max marks: 100
Q.CODE : Z921

Answer Question No.land 2 which is compulsory and any four from the
rest.

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Q1  Answerthe following questions:

a. complex

b. simple

c. Lackadaisical
d. Flexible

t>)  Location and site characteristics should interact in a positive and

a Interact in synergistic way
b. Store's merchandising, operations

c. Customer service characteristics

d. All of the above

a. Other similar stores in vicinity
b. No pulling power required
c. Need hardly any promotion
d. Low property cost

a.  Downtown

;.,, @  b.  Suburban Business District

c. 'Neighborhood Business District
d. None of the above

a. Physical characteristics of the store
b. Does not relate to definite USP
c. Increases product search time

.'@@@@  d.  No space management

(2x10)
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Q2

a. Store front
b. Surrounding stores

c. Parking lot
d. All of the above

a Has many aisles
b. Does not encourage impulse buying
c. Uses colors

d. Offers cumbersome shopping experience

a. Show the sincerity intention of the store
b. Inform the customers

c. Entertain and educate customers

d. All of the above

a. Only organizes display but does not coordinate
b. Organizes and coordinates display

c. Only coordinates display but does not organize
d. None of the above

a. Optimum space utilization
b. Convenience to customers

c. Convenience to employees
d. All of the above

a) What is vertical transportation?
b) What is Grid Layout? ,
c) How do you explain Retail Branding?
d) What is understood by Site?
e) Explain Tertiary Trading Zone.
f) What is meant by Product Assortment?

9) What is understood by store foot fall?
h) What is zoning?
i) Explain Retail.Turnover?
j) What is Law of Retail Gravitation?

Q3
Q4

(2x10)

(15)
What is Trading Zone analysis? Explain the trading zone considerations (15)
for a sports goods store in between Cuttack and Bhubaneswar.
Explain Visual merchandising. Analyze the visual merchandising aspect  (15)
of Big Bazaar from customer perspective.



1
a. Store front

b. Surrounding stores

c. Parking lot
d. All of the above

a Has many aisles
b. Does not encourage impulse buying
c. Uses colors

d. Offers cumbersome shopping experience

a. Show the sincerity intention of the store
b. Inform the customers

,,, c.  Entertain and educate customers

d.  All of the above

a. Only organizes display but does not coordinate
b. Organizes and coordinates display

c. Only coordinates display but does not organize
d. None of the above

a. Optimum space utilization
b. Convenience to customers

c. Convenience to employees
d. All of the above

2 ' (2x10;
a) What is vertical transportation?

'"' b) What is Grid Layout? ,

c) How do you explain Retail Branding?
d) What is understood by Site?
e) Explain Tertiary Trading Zone.
f) What is meant by Product Assortment?
9) What is understood by store foot fall?
h) What is zoning?

"' i) Explain Retail.Turnover?
j) What is Law of Retail Gravitation?

What is Trading Zone analysis? Explain the trading zone considerations (15)
for a sports goods store in between Cuttack and Bhubaneswar.
Explain Visual merchandising. Analyze the visual merchandising aspect  (15)
of Big Bazaar from customer perspective.
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4th Semester Regular Examination 2016-17

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR(CB)
BRANCHiMBA

Time: 3 Hours
Max Marks: 100
Q.CODE:Z577

Answer Question No,1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest.
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

a.  AIO Analysis b.  Demographics

c.  Perception d.  Personality

(2x10)

a.  Culture b.

c.  Negative Characteristi  d.

Subculture

Attitude-Object

a.  Non perception b.  Above the Limen

c.  Below the Limen d.  Absolute ThresholAbsolute Threshold

a.  Too much pride b.

c. Moralistic behavior  d.

Instinctive Behavior

Balncing between Id and Super Ego

V.  R-R Relationship relates to-

a.  Black Box

c.  Gestalt

b.

d.

Distributive Approach
Stimulus Display

a.  Biological changes b/ Locational changes

c. *  Occupational changes d. All of the Above

a.  A Tout b.  A Swagger

c.  An Imbecile d.  An Opinion Leader:

a.  Knowing b.

c.  Understandingd.

Perception
All of the Above

M K.T 1
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j  According to Heiaiers LuiiuLiycuW ^,̂ ~,It  _factors is most related to appropriate leader behaviors?
A) Leader @ Member relation B) Task structure
B)Strength of leader position power D) All of the above

C)Q2 Answer the following questions: (2x10)

a) Define leadership
b) Differentiate between a leader and a manager
c) List out some factors that influence leadership style
d) Define the term "team" and differentiate it from group

e) What causes team failure
f) What do you mean by a problem solving team
g) How to make a team effective
h)  How to evaluate team building
I)  Explain organizational power
J)  What is group dynamics

Q3 A leader is developed and not bom" . Do you agree with this. Explain  (15)

with reasons
Q4 What are the chief  characterstics of the contingency approach to  (15)

leadership. Outline the major features of contingency theory

Q5 In the context of modern organizations, discuss some aspects f the (15)

style of the present day leader managers

Q6 The team "model" rather than "theory" is deliberately chosen because (15)

situational leadership does not attempt to explain why things happen

- Comment

Q7 Key to the concept of  team is communication within the group -  (15)

Comment. Explain the importance of goal setting for a team

Q8 What do you understand by the Managerial Grid? Is it possible to (15)
.@--!@ m n\ @@ the orirf-nisnliss
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